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Abstract: This paper uses numerical modeling to describe the design and comprehensive analysis of
cost-effective MXene/n-InP Schottky barrier solar cells. The proposed design utilizes Ti3C2Tx thin
film, a 2D solution-processible MXene material, as a Schottky transparent conductive electrode (TCE).
The simulation results suggest that these devices can achieve power conversion efficiencies (PCEs)
exceeding 20% in metal–semiconductor (MS) and metal–interlayer–semiconductor (MIS) structures.
Combining the proposed structures with low-cost InP growth methods can reduce the gap between
InP and other terrestrial market technologies. This is useful for specific applications that require
lightweight and radiation-hard solar photovoltaics.

Keywords: solar cells; modeling; simulation; Schottky junction; InP; MXene; photovoltaic efficiency;
optimization

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources, such as biomass, geothermal, wind, and solar are available
for sustainable use if effectively managed. Among these sources, solar energy stands out
as the most promising and rapidly expanding alternative for commercial and domestic
power needs [1]. The renewable energy industry has witnessed remarkable growth due
to technological advancements in materials science and solar photovoltaic cell processing
techniques. The absorber (or base layer), which is responsible for light absorption, is a key
factor in the high efficiency of solar cells [2].

Due to its direct bandgap of ~1.34 eV, which is well-matched to the solar spectrum,
indium phosphide (InP) is a promising absorber material for high-efficiency solar pho-
tovoltaic cells. This is in addition to its superior radiation hardness [3], as well as its
absorption coefficient, which is considerably larger than that of its close competitor (GaAs)
over the energy range of 1.30–2.7 eV [4], making it particularly attractive for settings with
high radiation levels, such as space, nuclear, and high-altitude environments. Despite these
desirable features, InP is still not competitive in the terrestrial solar cell market [5]. Some
of the reasons why this is the case are the high processing costs and the epitaxial growth
requirements [5,6]. The champion InP solar cell is a metal organic chemical vapor deposited
(MOCVD) n+/p/p+ homojunction structure that requires multiple doping-controlled epi-
taxial growth steps in addition to growing lattice-matched passivation window layers, both
of which are examples of costly materials and processing [7]. The power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) of the InP champion cell, at ~24.2%, lags behind that of the GaAs cell, which
is ~29.1% [8], and falls short of the Shockley–Queisser limit of ~33.7% for homojunction
InP [9]. These figures suggest that there is room for improving these cells’ efficiency.

Research efforts to reduce the cost of InP solar cells have been ongoing since the
late 1970s. Over the years, researchers have explored alternative structures to the costly
p+/n or n+/p InP homojunction. These alternatives include n-ITO/p-InP [10–13], n-
CdS/p-InP [14–16], and other heterojunctions that utilize carrier selective contacts such
as TiO2 [17] and ZnO [18,19]. Additionally, InP-based Schottky junctions that consist of
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metal–semiconductor (MS) and metal–intermediate layer–semiconductor (MIS) structures
have also been investigated [20–22]. In these early experimental investigations, conven-
tional metals such as Au or Pt (on n-type InP) and Al or Sb (on p-type InP) were used to
fabricate MS and MIS Schottky barrier solar cells and reported PCEs of ≤7% measured
under different conditions (AM 2 and AM 0). The intermediate layer commonly used in
these studies is an ultrathin insulating material (InP anodic oxide) grown by anodizing the
prepared surface of the InP substrate. Nowadays, intermediate layers beyond insulating
oxides, known as Hole Transport-Electron Blocking Layer (HT-EBL) materials for n-type
semiconductors and Electron Transport-Hole Blocking Layer (ET-HBL) materials for p-type
semiconductors are investigated for use in MIS solar cells [23]. The InP solar cell has
achieved PCEs of ~19.3% with fewer fabrication steps [5,17], thanks to combined research
efforts for cost reduction. One of the most significant advancements is eliminating the need
for MOCVD and epitaxial growth techniques [5].

Schottky barrier solar cells are the simplest to fabricate, requiring low thermal budgets,
making them ideal for exploring novel materials and designs [24] and potentially low-
cost for terrestrial applications. Such cells are commonly fabricated by depositing a thin
metal layer with a high work function onto the top surface of an n-type semiconductor
substrate with moderate doping [25]. As with any semiconductor device, low-resistance
ohmic contacts are required and, therefore, formed on the back surface of the substrate
(absorber layer) in these cells by depositing metal layers having work functions lower than
that of an n-type semiconductor [26]. However, the front metal (semimetal) layer must be
chemically and mechanically stable, optically transparent, and exhibit low resistance for
efficient Schottky solar cells [27]. Finding a Schottky contact material for InP that satisfies
these conflicting requirements is challenging; hence, fabricating efficient InP-based Schottky
barrier solar cells remains elusive.

Two-dimensional materials, such as graphene and TMDs, are highly conductive and
optically transparent and have lately been used to design innovative optoelectronic devices,
including solar cells [28,29]. Two-dimensional materials and semiconductors forming
Schottky junctions are promising for low-cost solar cells. The 2D materials act as trans-
parent conductive electrodes (TCEs) and active layers to effectively collect and separate
photoexcited carriers from semiconductors in these cells. The use of a novel class of 2D
materials, known as MXenes (transition metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides) [30], in
solar photovoltaics has piqued the interest of experts since the first study in 2018 [31] due
to their favorable attributes, including metallic electrical conductivity, high carrier mobil-
ity, excellent transparency, and exceptional mechanical properties. Recent experimental
evidence showed that a prominent member of the MXene family, named titanium carbide
MXene (Ti3C2Tx), where Tx represents different surface functional groups, such as −F,
−O, and −OH, forms a high-quality large Schottky-barrier-height junction with n-Si and
n-GaAs, resulting in an initial (unoptimized) PCEs of 5% and 9.69% [32,33], respectively.

Motivated particularly by the promising results obtained from MXene/n-GaAs solar
cells [33], this paper presents, for the first time, the numerical modeling and optoelectronic
simulation results obtained from MXene/n-InP Schottky solar cells designed using PC1D
version 5.9 simulation software [34]. Benefiting from the tunable work function and high
transparency of solution-processible Ti3C2Tx thin film, this study investigates the potential
use of this material as a Schottky TCE in combination with InP, a notable absorber material.
The performance of these types of solar cells is systematically assessed by examining
the critical structure and material parameters that influence both basic MS and more
efficient MIS structures. Simulation parameters and models are initially calibrated using
experimental data from the literature to ensure accuracy. This study provides valuable
insights into the potential of low-cost MXene/InP solar cells, guiding future research.
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2. Numerical Modeling and Simulation Methodology

The drift-diffusion transport equations for semiconductors serve as the basis for mod-
eling solar cell physics. Specifically, the following system of five equations is considered:

Jn = µnn∇EFn (1)

Jp = µp p∇EFp (2)

∂n
∂t

=
∇ · Jn

q
+ GL − Un (3)

∂p
∂t

=
∇ · Jp

q
+ GL − Up (4)

∆2ϕ =
−ρ

ε
(5)

where q is the elementary charge. In this system, Equations (1) and (2) relate the electron
and hole current densities (Jn and Jp) to the mobilities (µn and µp), densities (n and p), and
quasi-Fermi levels (EFn and EFp) of electrons and holes. Equations (3) and (4), referred
to as the continuity equations, explain how electrons and holes move into and out of a
semiconductor device by accounting for their flow into and out of a given region in the
device, as well as the creation and annihilation processes within it (known as generation and
recombination processes) using the electron–hole pairs generation rate (GL) and electron
and hole recombination rates (Un and Up). These equations are used to monitor the
distribution and changes in the concentration of charge carriers over time. The final
equation in the system, Equation (5), is Poisson’s equation, which relates the electrostatic
potential ϕ to the charge density per unit volume ρ and dielectric constant ε of a given
region within the simulated device. Using the finite element method, PC1D solves this
nonlinear partial differential equation system in one dimension with the appropriate
boundary conditions derived from the device’s realistic operational conditions. This
approach has proven robust and accurate for various devices [27,35–38], including InP-
based solar cells [39–41]. The simulations presented here are based on Boltzmann charge
carrier statistics, recommended when implementing the default bandgap narrowing model
in the simulations:

n = NC e
−(EC − EFn)

kT (6)

p = NV e
−(EFp − EV)

kT (7)

Here, NC and NV are the effective density of states in the conduction and valence
bands, EC is the conduction band lower edge, Ev is the valence band upper edge, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. The parameters in the default bandgap
narrowing model (PC1D5.9 BGN) were carefully calibrated to closely match the empirical
model by Bugajski et al. [42] for n-type InP, as depicted in Figure 1, which gives good
agreement with values measured experimentally. The default parameters of the low-field
doping and temperature-dependent mobility model in PC1D are also changed to agree
with the updated, more accurate model for InP by Sotoodeh et al. [43]. Table 1 shows
the new parameters. Radiative (band-to-band) and Auger recombination processes are
accounted for by adjusting the relevant parameters, in addition to doping and temperature-
dependent Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination within the cell’s bulk and at its
surfaces. According to R.K. Ahrenkiel in [44], the data on minority carrier lifetimes and
surface recombination velocities (SRVs) in n-InP show significant variation. The lifetimes
can range from as low as 0.01 µs to 3.5 µs, while the SRVs can range from 200 cm s−1 to
5 × 103 cm s−1. These large variations depend on the growth method, material surface
quality, and the measurement method used.
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(cm/s) 
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The schematic diagrams of MS and MIS structures designed in PC1D are shown in 
Figure 2. The two structures differ only by the presence of an ultrathin semi-insulating SI-
InP layer. It can be realized using various methods, such as ion implantation of Fe, reach-
ing resistivities >107 Ω·cm, corresponding to a carrier concentration of ~1.2 × 108 cm−3 [45]. 
If SI-InP retains desirable InP properties and is lattice-matched with the n-type absorber 
in the MIS structure, the MIS solar cells are expected to outperform the MS cells due to 
dark current reduction [20,21]. 

Schottky junctions are modeled in PC1D with a nonzero ‘surface barrier’ at the MS 
interface, causing band bending consistent with the semiconductor type. The ‘surface bar-
rier’ value in this case is equivalent to the built-in potential barrier (qVbi), as seen by the 
semiconductor electrons near the metal-to-n-semiconductor interface. Negative (positive) 
surface barrier values simulate upward (downward) band bending. The Schottky barrier 
height (Φb) is related to the built-in potential barrier qVbi by the equation Φb = qVbi + kT/q 
ln(NC/ND), where ND is the donor doping concentration of the semiconductor. The 
Schottky barrier height is also related to the metal’s (Ti3C2Tx MXene) work function ΦM by 
the equation Φb = ΦM − χInP, where χInP is the electron affinity of the semiconductor (n-InP), 
assuming a metal/n-InP semiconductor junction obeying the Schottky–Mott model [46]. 

Modeling the MIS structure in PC1D is quite different from modeling the MS one, as 
including the intermediate layer gives rise to an additional potential barrier to the as-
sumed ‘surface barrier’ value described above. The carrier concentration significantly 
drops when crossing from the n-InP region to the ultrathin SI-InP region, creating this 
additional potential barrier, given by kT/q ln(ND/1.2 × 108). Therefore, qVbi* can be defined 

Figure 1. Comparison of bandgap narrowing results for different donor concentrations of n-type InP
at 300 K [42].

Table 1. Modified mobility-fitting parameters in PC1D for InP simulations (300 K).

Parameter µmax
(cm2/Vs)

µmin
(cm2/Vs)

Nref
(cm−3) α β1 β2 β3 β4

vsat
(cm/s)

Electrons 5200 400 3 × 1017 0.47 0 −2 3.25 0 2.6 × 107

Holes 170 10 4.87 × 1017 0.47 0 −2 3 0 2.6 × 107

The schematic diagrams of MS and MIS structures designed in PC1D are shown in
Figure 2. The two structures differ only by the presence of an ultrathin semi-insulating SI-
InP layer. It can be realized using various methods, such as ion implantation of Fe, reaching
resistivities >107 Ω·cm, corresponding to a carrier concentration of ~1.2 × 108 cm−3 [45]. If
SI-InP retains desirable InP properties and is lattice-matched with the n-type absorber in
the MIS structure, the MIS solar cells are expected to outperform the MS cells due to dark
current reduction [20,21].

Schottky junctions are modeled in PC1D with a nonzero ‘surface barrier’ at the MS
interface, causing band bending consistent with the semiconductor type. The ‘surface
barrier’ value in this case is equivalent to the built-in potential barrier (qVbi), as seen by the
semiconductor electrons near the metal-to-n-semiconductor interface. Negative (positive)
surface barrier values simulate upward (downward) band bending. The Schottky barrier
height (Φb) is related to the built-in potential barrier qVbi by the equation Φb = qVbi + kT/q
ln(NC/ND), where ND is the donor doping concentration of the semiconductor. The Schot-
tky barrier height is also related to the metal’s (Ti3C2Tx MXene) work function ΦM by the
equation Φb = ΦM − χInP, where χInP is the electron affinity of the semiconductor (n-InP),
assuming a metal/n-InP semiconductor junction obeying the Schottky–Mott model [46].
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Figure 2. Schematic representations of MS and MIS MXene/n-InP Schottky solar cells (top) and their
equivalent 1D structures simulated in PC1D (bottom).

Modeling the MIS structure in PC1D is quite different from modeling the MS one,
as including the intermediate layer gives rise to an additional potential barrier to the
assumed ‘surface barrier’ value described above. The carrier concentration significantly
drops when crossing from the n-InP region to the ultrathin SI-InP region, creating this
additional potential barrier, given by kT/q ln(ND/1.2 × 108). Therefore, qVbi* can be
defined as the overall built-in potential barrier, as seen by semiconductor electrons in the
MIS structure due to both contributions. It is related to the ‘surface barrier’ value entered
as a model parameter in PC1D by the equation qVbi* = qVbi + kT/q ln(ND/1.2 × 108),
accounting for the band bending observed across both regions. It is important to note that
in the MIS structure, the metal is in direct contact with the SI-InP. Thus, Φb = qVbi + kT/q
ln(NC/1.2 × 108).

A Ti3C2Tx colloidal solution with a concentration of 0.01 mg mL−1 offered the opti-
mum TCE thin film properties (work function of ~5.5 eV, transmittance ~90%, and series
resistance of ~10 Ω) [33]. Consequently, these values will serve as inputs in the initial simu-
lation of the designed MXene/InP solar cell, which has an active area of 1 cm2. Table 2 lists
the simulation parameters used in this work. The Ti3C2Tx TCE thin film slightly improved
the reflectance of GaAs upon introduction, and a reflectance of less than 16% was reported
after the double-layer antireflection coating (DLARC) deposition of ZnS/MgF2 [33]. The
reflectance of InP is slightly less than that of GaAs (32.7% for InP and 35.9% for GaAs), as
calculated by the OPAL 2 optical simulator [47] using refractive index data from Palik [48]
and Aspenes et al. [49], respectively. Thus, this study assumes an average conservative
reflectance value of 15% for the initial simulations. For completeness, the proposed solar
cells were simulated under terrestrial AM 1.5G and space AM 0 spectra to assess if they
yield dissimilar optimization outcomes.
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Table 2. Parameters used for the initial simulation of MS and MIS MXene/n-InP solar cells.

Device Parameters

Parameter Value Reference

Front surface barrier (qVbi) † 0.956 eV * Ti3C2Tx TCE thin film [33]

Exterior front reflectance 15% ** According to [33]

Front contact resistance 10 Ω ** Ti3C2Tx TCE thin film [33]

Back contact resistance 0.1 Ω Assuming good ohmics [50]

Region Parameters (n-InP)

Parameter Value Reference

Bandgap 1.344 eV According to [51]

Electron affinity 4.38 eV According to [51]

Thickness 3 µm * Initial simulation

Mobility Variable According to [43]

Dielectric constant 12.61 According to [51]

Refractive index Variable (using inp.inr file)

Absorption coefficient Variable (using inp300.abs file)

Intrinsic concentration (300 K) 1.3 × 107 cm−3 According to [51]

Doping concentration (ND) 1 × 1015 cm−3 * Initial simulation

Bulk recombination lifetimes 1 µs According to [44]

Front SRVs (Sn and Sp) 1000 cm s−1 ** According to [44]

Back SRVs (Sn and Sp) 1000 cm s−1 According to [44]

Region Parameters (SI-InP)

Parameter Value Reference

Thickness 0.001 µm * Initial simulation

Resistivity 10 MΩ·cm Semi-insulating layer [45]

Front SRVs (Sn and Sp) 1000 cm s−1 ** According to [44]

Excitation Parameters

Parameter Value

Spectrum AM 1.5G and AM 0

Constant intensity 100 mW cm−2 and 137.2 mW cm−2

Temperature 300 K
† The parameter value must be a negative number in PC1D to invoke upward band bending. * These parameters
are varied, while others are kept constant to find the optimum MS (MIS) structures. ** After optimization, these
parameters are modified to explore possible performance gains.

3. Results and Discussions

To confirm the formation of a Schottky junction between the n-InP absorber layer
and the Ti3C2Tx TCE, initial simulations were conducted under equilibrium conditions for
the solar cell structures depicted in Figure 2, using the parameters listed in Table 2. The
simulation results were used to assess the energy band diagrams and junction electrostatics.
For the MS structure, an assumption was made that Φm = 5.50 eV and ND = 1 × 1015 cm−3.
Based on this, the value of qVbi was determined to be ~0.956 eV, which was used as the
front surface barrier value in the initial simulation (Table 2). The simulation shows that a
Schottky barrier height Φb of ~1.12 eV is formed, as illustrated by the energy band diagram
for the MS structure in Figure 3a. It should be noted that this figure depicts the region of
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the n-InP layer where band bending takes place, which is within the first two micrometers
from the MS junction.
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(b) MIS structures (only up to 2 µm is shown for both structures). The inset in (b) shows the
effect of the 1 nm SI-InP interlayer on the energy levels within 5 nm from the MI junction in the
MIS structure.

Figure 3b shows the effect of adding the 1 nm thick SI-InP layer (the MIS structure)
on the energy band diagram, with an inset displaying the events occurring in the first
five nanometers from the MI junction. As expected, based on the MIS discussion in
Section 2, the resulting overall built-in potential barrier qVbi* of ~1.368 eV is composed of
the front surface barrier used in simulating the MS structure (0.956 eV) and an additional
potential barrier (~0.412 eV) due to the introduction of the SI-InP intermediate layer to
the device. Consequently, in the case of the MIS structure, the simulated Schottky barrier
height is ~1.53 eV, which is higher than that in the MS structure (~1.12 eV), in agreement
with frequently reported observations in the aforementioned experimental studies on
MS and MIS solar cells [20,22]. As can be clearly seen in Figure 3b and determined by
the equation ΦM = Φb + χInP, the simulated Φb, in this case, corresponds to a higher
metal work function ΦM of ~5.91 eV, as opposed to the initially assumed value of 5.50 eV
for the MS structure. The inset in Figure 3b indicates that even though the SI-InP layer
is assumed to be n-type, with carrier concentrations approaching intrinsic values, the
transition from the n-InP layer to the SI-InP layer causes the equilibrium Fermi level
(EF) to be positioned below the valence band upper edge (EV) near the junction. This is
unlike the situation in the MS structure, where EF is above EV. The electric field values
near the MIS junction can reach as high as ~11 MV/cm, which is much higher than
the ~17 kV/cm observed in the MS structure, positively aiding in the separation and
transport of the photoexcited charge carriers within the device, as will be confirmed in later
performance simulations.

3.1. Optimization of MS and MIS Structures

The Ti3C2Tx work function can be tuned theoretically from ~1.6 eV to ~6.7 eV [52].
However, Si-based and GaAs-based Schottky solar cell experiments have shown work
functions ranging from ~5 eV to ~5.5 eV [32,33]. Hence, this range, which corresponds to
an expected built-in potential barrier (qVbi) range from ~0.40 eV to ~1.20 eV (ND = 1 × 1014

− 1 × 1019 cm−3), was considered for optimizing the MS cell. For the MIS cell, the same
range is used; nonetheless, this range does not necessarily correspond to the same metal
work function range as in the MS structure since the metal in the MIS structure comes into
intimate contact with the highly resistive SI-InP interlayer, as opposed to the n-InP layer,
with a much lower, nonvarying carrier concentration (~1.2 × 108 cm−3). The optimization
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for both cells also involved varying the n-InP layer doping concentration (ND) from 1 × 1014

to 1 × 1019 cm−3 and the n-InP layer thickness from 0.5 to 5 µm while keeping the remaining
parameters fixed, as specified in Table 2. The SI-InP layer’s thickness was varied from
0.001 to 0.2 µm for the MIS solar cell structure. Table 3 presents the optimized parameters
for both structures, assuming a 300 K ambient temperature under the AM 1.5G and AM
0 spectra.

Table 3. Optimum parameter values for MXene/n-InP MS and MIS Schottky solar cells.

PC1D Design Parameter

Schottky Barrier Solar Cell Structure

MS MIS

AM 1.5G AM 0 AM 1.5G AM 0

Front surface barrier qVbi (eV) 1.015 1.075 0.865 0.865

Thickness of n-InP (µm) 5 2.5 1 1

Doping conc. of n-InP (cm−3) 1 × 1016 1 × 1017 1 × 1018 1 × 1018

Thickness of SI-InP (µm) - - 0.15 0.1

For the MS solar cell simulated under both solar spectra, the optimal combination of
qVbi and ND in Table 3 corresponds to the imposed upper limit of Ti3C2Tx’s work function
of ~5.5 eV, as expected. However, when the MS solar cell is simulated under the AM
0 solar spectrum, it requires half the thickness and a higher doping concentration to achieve
the highest PCE compared to the one simulated under the AM 1.5G solar spectrum. The
optimum base doping concentration value of 1 × 1017 cm−3 aligns with a previous study on
p+/n InP-based homojunctions designed for space applications [53]. These outcomes are
encouraging, especially if this structure is, for instance, used for unmanned aerial vehicle
UAV applications, where weight and high radiation are significant concerns. Using less
material would also mean lower costs, and higher doping concentrations are beneficial for
enhanced radiation hardness in InP [41].

The situation differs for the MIS solar cell, where the optimum values for qVbi, ND,
and the n-InP layer thickness are identical under both solar spectra. The optimum qVbi
value of ~0.865 eV is way below the maximum (1.135 eV) for an ND of 1 × 1018 cm−3.
Surprisingly, the performance is hardly affected beyond this point, unlike the situation with
the MS structure. Note that the ideal thickness for the MIS solar cell structure (1.15 µm) is
significantly lower than the MS structure thickness (5 µm) by almost a factor of five under
the AM 1.5G spectrum and is less than one-half of the MS structure thickness (2.5 µm)
under AM 0. This implies that solar arrays based on MIS structures will have higher specific
power (W/Kg), making them more attractive for weight-sensitive applications [54].

The J-V characteristics simulated under AM 1.5G and AM 0 solar spectra for MS
and MIS Schottky structures, along with performance data, are shown in Figure 4. Both
structures performed better under AM 1.5G compared to AM 0, which agrees with previ-
ous investigations on the performance of InP-based solar cells under both spectra [53,55].
The introduction of SI-InP enhanced the open circuit voltage (VOC) under AM 1.5G; how-
ever, it has led to lower short circuit current densities (Jsc) in the MIS structure. Despite
this, the MIS structure has a higher fill factor (FF) and PCE under both spectra than the
MS structure.

3.2. Performance Sensitivity to Optimization Parameters

Since this work is primarily concerned with designing low-cost InP-based Schottky
solar cells for terrestrial applications, the simulation results shown in Figure 5 assume only
the AM 1.5G spectrum to illustrate the performance sensitivity of the optimized MS and
MIS structures to changes in the optimized parameters listed in Table 3.
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A specific threshold front surface barrier value exists for both structures, where the
photovoltaic action diminishes due to the absence of (or very low) Φb for a given doping
concentration. This corresponds to a metal with a work function comparable to or lower
than an n-type semiconductor. According to the ideal MS junction’s theory, this leads to the
formation of an ohmic contact rather than a Schottky contact to the n-type semiconductor.
The threshold qVbi values are ~0.55 eV and ~0.1 eV for the MS and MIS structures. As
displayed in Figure 5a, the performance of the MS structure is almost unchanged for
qVbi < ~0.90 eV, and afterward, the PCE and FF increase to their maximum values (14.89%
and 58.15%), due to the improvement in VOC. In the MIS structure, improvement in PCE
and FF happens earlier, at qVbi of ~0.45 eV. As of the influence of the n-InP absorber
thickness (Figure 5b), the PCE of the MS structure noticeably increases at thicknesses
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<~2 µm and keeps increasing very slightly afterward, but it starts to decrease beyond 15 µm
(outside the range shown). For the MIS structure, the improvement in PCE due to JSC occurs
in the n-InP thickness range of 0.5–1 µm, slightly decreases until 3 µm, and then remains
constant until 15 µm, after which it decreases slightly (outside the range shown). Figure 5c
depicts the influence of n-InP absorber doping concentration (ND) on both structures,
where JSC starts to decrease at ND > 1 × 1016 cm−3. However, this decrease is offset by a
continuous increase in VOC along the whole range of ND in the MIS structure. The situation
is different for the MS structure, since VOC starts decreasing at ND > 1 × 1016 cm−3, which
causes the PCE to reach its maximum earlier than the MIS structure. Figure 6 shows the
influence of SI-InP layer thickness on the MIS structure’s performance. The increase in JSC
for thicknesses >0.01 µm is negated by the decrease in VOC and the FF, leading to a delayed
decrease in PCE after 0.1 µm.
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3.3. Possible Performance Gains

It is important to remember that the demonstrated results are based on various con-
straints, derived from reported measurements in pioneering experimental studies of Schot-
tky solar cells with MXene TCEs [32,33]. These constraints include front contact series
resistance of 10 Ω, exterior front reflectance of 15%, and front SRV of 1 × 103 cm s−1. Addi-
tionally, all the simulations performed so far assume the absence of a back surface reflector.

The performance of both MS and MIS Mxene/n-InP Schottky solar cells can be sig-
nificantly improved if the above constraints can be relaxed. However, to be realistic,
experimental evidence must justify such relaxation. The 10 Ω front contact series resis-
tance is based on the reported series resistance for MXene/GaAs devices with the highest
efficiency. It is assumed that the MXene thin film contacting the GaAs absorber is the
device component contributing dominantly to this resistance. Regardless, the experimental
measurements of both studies investigating MXene/Si and MXene/GaAs contacts showed
consequential variability in terms of the measured sheet resistance of the deposited MXene
thin film, which is a function of thickness, oxidation, chemical treatment/doping, and
top metal grid mesh. This fact suggests that further experimentation with this novel
material could decrease the series resistance, as observed in graphene and other 2D
materials [28,56,57].

It has been demonstrated that traditional ARCs were experimentally optimized to
produce an average reflectance of about 3.5% in InP-based solar cells, while novel op-
tical management techniques have achieved values below this threshold [58,59]. Ad-
ditionally, rear back surface reflectors reflecting over 90% of long wavelength photons
(λ > 900 nm) using double layer Ag/Cu contacts were demonstrated for GaInNAs solar
cells, leading to enhanced photocurrent and, consequently, external quantum efficiency
(EQE) [60].

The same argument of experimental variability is applied to the assumed value of
SRV of 1 × 103 cm s−1 in the simulations. As discussed in Section 2, the value of SRV can
be reduced to as low as 200 cm s−1, depending on the InP growth method and surface
quality/treatments [44].

Suppose both structures, as shown in Figure 2, incorporate an effective back surface
reflector capable of reflecting 90% of non-absorbed solar radiation in the first pass; then,
this can be simulated in PC1D by assuming a rear internal diffuse reflectance of 90% in
the first and subsequent bounces. Figure 7 shows the results of the simulations, which
reveal the projected enhancement in PCE for both MS and MIS structures as a result of
improvement in the parameters above.

Based on the data presented in Figure 7, it is evident that the front contact series resis-
tance and exterior front reflectance significantly impact the PCE of both cell structures. On
the other hand, the front surface recombination velocities (SRVs) have a negligible effect on
the PCE of the MIS structure, unlike the MS structure. However, the effect of this parameter
is minor when compared to the impact of front contact series resistance and exterior front
reflectance. The front contact’s series resistance value could be improved experimentally,
but 5 Ω was chosen as a realistic minimum value for now to avoid performance overesti-
mation (Figure 7a), as mature solar cell technologies typically have area-normalized series
resistance values that are much less than 5 Ωcm2 [61]. The J-V characteristics, simulated
under the AM 1.5G solar spectrum for the MS and MIS structures after considering the
improved potential gain parameters, are shown in Figure 8, along with performance data.
Assuming a front contact series resistance of 5 ohms, a front surface reflectance of 5%,
and front SRVs of 200 cm s−1, these favorable figures are achieved by using the optimum
parameter values, as listed in Table 3. All other parameters are fixed, as specified in
Table 2.
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4. Conclusions

A detailed analysis of MXene/n-InP Schottky barrier solar cells designed using PC1D
software is presented in this paper. The proposed simple design, in which the functional
Ti3C2Tx MXene TCE material is deposited using low-temperature solution-processing
methods on the thin InP absorber layer can yield high PCEs, possibly over 20%, in both
MS and MIS structures, as per the discussed simulation results. These qualities would
enable these Schottky barrier solar cells to compete with their InP-based p/n homojunction
counterparts in terms of cost-effectiveness. Combining the simpler MS or MIS structures
with the anticipated, more affordable InP growth methods [62], such as thin-film vapor-
liquid-solid (TF-VLS) growth [63], could lessen the gap and make InP more competitive in
the terrestrial market. This is especially true for niche applications that require lightweight
and radiation-hard solar photovoltaic cells.
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